
Bernie  Sanders  trounced
Hillary  Clinton  in  the
Democrat  NH  Primary  despite
his Israel hating Advisers

Bernie  Sanders  may  have  trounced  Hillary  Clinton  in
yesterday’s  New  Hampshire  primary  by  a  significant  double
digit margin with his Wall Street bashing and Swedish-style
entitlement  giveaways  trolling  for  millennials  and  the
economically  disaffected.   However  little  known  are  his
foreign policy advisers who are notoriously anti-Israel and
pro-Palestinian. Among them are Jim Zogby of the Arab American
Institute, former Defense official Larry Korb and, of course,
the Soros-funded operatives of J Street. 

Adam Credo’s article in yesterday’s Washington Free Beacon
article noted the views of these ‘foreign policy’ advisers,
“Meet Bernie Sanders’ Israel Hating Advisers.”   You thought
his stint in a left Socialist Hashomer Hatzair Israeli kibbutz
in his 20’s would make him a lifelong Zionist defender of the
Jewish State. As my mythic cousin Vinny from Brooklyn would
say, FERGEDABOTIT. Just look at his brother who lives in the
UK, a supporter of the anti-Israel pro-Palestinian Labor Party
leader, Jeremy Corbyn.  Bernie congratulations Corbyn on his
victory winning the Labor Party leadership. The UK Daily Mail
article  noted his email to Corbyn saying:

The Democrat presidential hopeful said he is ‘delighted’
to support a leader who ‘tells the billionaire class that
they cannot have it all’.

‘At a time of mass income and wealth inequality throughout
the world, I am delighted to see that the British Labor
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Party has elected Jeremy Corbyn as its new leader,’ he
said in an email to Daily Mail Online. 

‘We need economies that work for working families, not
just the people on top.’

His words come after then Argentina’s President  Cristina
Kirchner, since ousted by conservative successor Mauricio
Macri, gushed that ‘hope has triumphed’ and that Corbyn
‘stands with Argentina’ in their anti-American stance. 

 Bernie also has a close friendship with notorious left wing
anti-Israel  advocate  Noam  Chomsky  who  endorsed  him  for
President. They both share an Israeli kibbutz experience that
in Chomsky’s case bolstered his Israel hating obsessions.

Watch this You Tube video of Chomsky’s endorsement of Bernie
for President:

Note these comments from Noah Pollak, executive director of
the Emergency Committee for Israel, Michael Rubin, resident
scholar  at  the  American  Enterprise  Institute  and  Yehudit
Barsky, fellow at Institute for the Study of Global Anti-
Semitism and Policy in Kredo’s Washington Free Beacon article:

Sanders, who is Jewish and had family members slaughtered
during  the  Holocaust,  recently  disclosed  that  his  top
foreign policy advisers include J Street, a dovish Middle
East advocacy group that backs some of Congress’ most
vocal critics of Israel, former assistant Secretary of
Defense Larry Korb, and James Zogby, an Israel detractor
who heads the Arab American Institute.

The inclusion of these advisers in the Sanders’ campaign,
which has already come under fire for ignoring prominent
Jewish-American  political  organizations,  has  prompted
speculation from some that the presidential hopeful will
pursue anti-Israel foreign policy priorities.
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“Bernie seems to care very little about foreign policy,
and so his views are shaped inordinately by advisers,”
said  Noah  Pollak,  executive  director  of  the  Emergency
Committee for Israel, an advocacy organization. “And now
we know who those advisers are. Two of them—Zogby and J
Street—are leading anti-Israel apologists for terrorism.
By his association with these extremist groups, Bernie
fails the commander-in-chief test.”

“If advisers are a crystal ball to the future of foreign
policy, then Sanders seeks a policy which doubles down on
many of the failed assumptions that have undercut Obama’s
policies,” said Michael Rubin, a former Pentagon adviser
and terrorism analyst. “America’s adversaries are real and
are motivated by ideology rather than grievance. To rest
American  national  security  on  the  good  will  of  anti-
American despots and Islamists is never a good gamble.”

Zogby  has  accused  the  Jewish  state  of  committing  a
“Holocaust” against the Palestinians and has referred to
Israelis as “Nazis.” He has also described sitting members
of Congress as “Israel firsters,” an anti-Semitic trope
that implies dual loyalty to the Jewish state.
Zogby also has come under fire for exploiting the memory
of the Holocaust for political purposes.

Zogby claimed in a 2010 blog post for the Huffington Post
that “the plight of Palestinians is to the Arabs, what the
Holocaust is to Jews world-wide.”
His comparison immediately drew outrage, with researchers
from the UK Media Watch organization describing it as
“grievously insulting.”
“Nothing that I could say to highlight his words would
make them any more insulting or horrid than they are on
their own,” a representative of that group wrote at the
time.

“Zogby has two goals: to make Arab Americans more powerful



than Jewish Americans and to be their preeminent leader,”
Yehudit Barsky, a fellow at the Institute for the Study of
Global Anti-Semitism and Policy, wrote in a profile about
Zogby’s anti-Israel attitudes.

J Street has faced similar criticism for its efforts to
pressure Israel into making security concessions to the
Palestinians that could endanger its survival.

J Street accused the Jewish state of “fanning growing
flames of anti-Semitism” due to its efforts to stop daily
attacks on civilians during Israel’s 2014 battle against
Hamas terrorists.
The  group’s  leaders  also  have  accused  leading  Israeli
politicians of being racists.

We’ll see how Bernie Sanders fares in the upcoming Democratic
primaries.  Given his radical background there was a reason
why the media took to calling the city he was elected to serve
the People’s Republic of Burlington.  With the FBI released a
letter yesterday that Hillary is under investigation because
of alleged confidential intelligence abuses using her private
email server, you never know what can happen next in the 2016
Democrat Presidential nomination race.

 


